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"Research can be a very simple activity designed to provide answers to

very simple quesfions relating to day-to-day activities. On the other hand,

research procedures can also be employed to formulate intricate theories

or laws that govern our lives"

What do you understand by the term "Research"?

Distinguish between "PurdResearch "and'Applied Research"?

Explain the Research Processes jn social sciences

(25 Marks)

2, "One of the essential preliminary tasks when you undertake a re-search

study is to go through the existing literature in order to acquaint yourself

with the available body of knowledge in your area of interest"

Explain the functions of "Literature Review"?

How can you search for existing literature in your field of inquiry?

Brjefly explain how can you develop a conceptual framework from a 
.

theoretical frame work?
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(b)

(c)
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"Potential research questions may occur to us on
process of formulating them in a meaningful way is

(a)

(b)

What are the aspects

Which factors would
problem?

lllustrate how you formulate
field

the research problem

a regular hasis,

not at all an ea

your own

of a Research problem?

influence you when you are selecting your

(c)
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4. "An impoftant consideration in u

::::::""'. or h vp o th ese s' r r;:::::: i::;": : ;;:i:: ::;i ::,to a research problem, but are not essential for a study,

How do you define the term ,,Hypothesis,,?

Briefly explain the different types of hypotheses using your
Explain the h^/o types of errors in testing a hypothesls

(a)

(b)

(c)

5. "Study design is a paft of the
per se, whereas the research
the carrying out of the study,,

research design, lt is
design also includes

the design of the

other details

(a)

(b)

Explain the ,,pre-tesu

Distinguish between

study design"

include in a Research design?

2

Posltest study design,'
"Experimental study deslgn,, and Non-Experi

(c) What details should you
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